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What Area Within Your Organization Do
You Wish Was Performing Better?
ost of us have areas within our orThe hard part about sensing that we have a leadership team willing to demand the results
ganization that concern us. Some- problem is doing something about it. I haven’t required to win. This might sound easy, yet
times it’s just a hunch, a feeling, spoken to a leader in the past two years who it is the greatest weakness I find in leaders
our intuition or our voice-of-experience nag- isn’t overcommitted and overworked. Lean today. We must define, communicate, set the
ging at us to take a deeper look into what is organizations have done wonderful things to expectation that an exceptional level of perand what is not really going on.
our cost structures but we no longer have formance will be achieved and furthermore,
As experienced leaders, we know that capacity in stand-by-mode to address many never waiver from this view. In our wish to
there’s typically a problem to be found in situ- of the issues we are now experiencing. Fur- be humane, empathetic, empowering and
understanding, this can easily be
ations such as these and if we wait
foregotten. Is not a leader withfor the financials to deteriorate, it
Identify Your Opportunities
out a cause simply a manager,
will be too late to make a smooth
and can we any longer afford this
recovery. We know that we need
behavior?
to take responsible and timely acAnalysis
Results Delivery
Beyond conviction, few leadtion in order to keep our perfor& Design
ers have experience in mobilizamance improving or our credibiltion, which in this context means
ity will suffer with those to whom
Achieve
Your
Improvements
the structure and process of takwe are accountable.
ing a large group of individuals
Even the best leaders have
Mobilization skills and capabilities can add exciting new
from one set of beliefs and expectheir challenges. In a recent “best
alternatives to a leader’s portfolio of competitive options
tations, to a new level of thinking
practices” review of 12 competitors, the top performer was not first in any thermore, we find that many of the root-cause and accountabilities that yields an improved
single area, was in the bottom-half against issues we find today require more than a level of performance. Our followers could
four measures and was in the bottom-quar- simple directive to fix. They tend to be ur- reasonably be anticipated to respond, “what
tile in two of these. Speak with a leader of gent and complex, yet critical to the success gives you the right to expect something of us
any of the great institutions today and they of the organization and to the leader, and re- that we have never done before?” It’s a great
can quickly point out ten problematic areas quire a comprehensive change process if we question and one we need answer very carefully. To be “best-in-class,” we should have
faster than they can define a similar number are to effectively recover from them.
of their strengths. We shouldn’t feel guilty if
Although it can sometimes seem over- gone beyond all others. We must also prowe’ve got a few problems -- we are in excel- whelming to a busy leader, we must diag- vide our organization with the right tools and
lent company given today’s rapidly chang- nose our situation before we begin to think capabilities that will allow us to get to a level
ing environment. Feel sorry instead for the about appropriate solutions. The greatest of performance where we have not gone bepoor bloke who is riding high and will never success comes from taking a broad view of fore -- a reasonably difficult assignment for
see it coming until it’s too late to do something the situation, one which is the proverbial any leader.
about it. There’s more than one reason why so “mile wide and an inch deep.” This gives us
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many acquisitions are taking place these days. a chance to collect all of the variables, not
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just the obvious one or two. Inevitably, the
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greatest insights come from areas where you
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least expect them, and a wide approach captures all opportunities.
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is being lost is the tough part. It takes all the
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illiam W. Rutherford and Associates believes in helping successful leaders of well-managed companies
achieve improvements in their competitive position. We understand the many factors that make improvements
increasingly difficult in today’s world: global competition, maturing products and services, organizational
complexity, rapidly changing marketplace dynamics and sourcing options and the growing impact of technology. Company
performance options that our clients have only begun to consider are becoming a basic requirement for their on-going
viability.
Today’s leaders typically know those areas critical to their success. They want to do what is required to significantly
improve their organization’s performance and affect cultural change. Past efforts to design and implement strategies to
realize this vision have often been less successful than expected. Internal
organizational issues, personal agendas and inadequate skills and capabilities
Winning Results
have been problematic. In some cases employees lack of varied industry
and “outside-their-function” experience further contribute to the challenge of
making meaningful progress.
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Our Approach: At William W. Rutherford and Associates we start with
the leader’s desired improvement and build a customized approach to achieve
it. “Measurable, sustainable results and improved competitive position are a
must” is a frequent comment. “We need a new, more robust approach” is
another. Leaders tell us that with our assistance they make faster, more
significant progress in today’s increasingly competitive world. They say that
we have “energized their organizations for achievement” and “substantially
reduced the time required to successfully attain these results” and “created
the environment for accelerated growth and learning.” Effective improvement
initiatives are a lasting and rewarding leadership decision.
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William W. Rutherford and Associates provides leaders with:
• The attainment of significant, measurable and sustainable goals.
• Strategic and operational achievements leading to business performance breakthroughs.
• Organizational learning, tools, skills, measures and the confidence to accelerate future gains in competitiveness.
• A sustainable legacy of success for their businesses and stakeholders.
William W. Rutherford and Associates works together with leaders and their organizations to make otherwise
difficult company, industry and market demands achievable. Experience has shown that both tangible and intangible
benefits are needed to accomplish the new level of business performance needed to “win” in this environment.
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